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Bakery shop android game

Cake Shop bakes its own special brand of fun time management! Slap together different layers of tasty cakes for your customers. Manage customers' patience with hot coffee and cotton candy that will bring a smile to their children's faces. As your skills improve as a store manager, you'll be able to spend your profits on better equipment and even a new home where you can put tired feet after a hard day.
Cake Shop has all the ingredients for a good time! Game system requirements: OS: Windows XP /Vista/7/8 CPU: 600 MHz RAM: 128 MB DirectX: 6.0 Hard Drive: 66 MB Big Fish Games App System Requirements: Browser: Internet Explorer 7 or later Customer Reviews Cake Shop is rated 4.2 of 5 by 15. Rated 5 out of 5 by OhmOmair from Lovely Game; Like Burger Shop Before buying a game, I look at
the video and read reviews; several times I got a game that I did not like and did not meet my expectations, but it is not one of the games. Luckily I played this game for *hours* – reaching the finalization of Emily's house, which is gorgeous, and gaining knowledge about making cake orders, which was a little confusing at first due to the textures being similar in appearance and requiring a repeat to achieve
talent for speed. I thought it was similar to the Burger Shop that customers enter the store – up to three at a time, after one leave – as well as the drinking machines and ice cream machines that I fill first, but are not always required. I like the construction of Emily's house – a certain amount of money is required for each item (foundation, pool, lighting, gates, gardening, windows, etc.) and it reminded me of
Diner Dash 4 – I was wondering that such a house was suitable for the owner of the confectionery and not for the manager (Emily). The reason I didn't give the story a perfect rating is that it was a little annoying that as long as Emily's house is built, every level sighs and her mood is normal to bad. I did not like that the game instructs the user to choose a house building over the purchase of store items and I
have not finished the game, but I am not sure what will happen next, that the house is built and I have reached the maximum level of achievement. I bought Cake Shop 2 and 3, but in cs2 game I discovered that the items are on the conveyor belt, just like Burger Shop and Burger Shop 2, which kind of takes away the hominess of the original Cake Shop. Release date: 2017-10-26 Rated 5 out of 5 by
luvatrivia from Great for a Beginner Who Wants to Do a Beat the Clock Game I loved this game from playing it in the trial run. As a beginner for this type of time games, this game made me confident. I tried other games of this type and became frustrated. Now I moved and bought 2 and 3 in this series. This is the only series I've won in any game in the series. This is a great starter for the series. 2 is more
difficult, and 3 is quite difficult. The only downsides to the game I think are when you build your home piece by piece; It ends too quickly; Then you no longer have this fun aspect of the game unless you start over. They also really push you to build for your well-being. Other parts of the game are putting 3 pieces of cake together and having fun adding drinking machines, cotton candy, popcorn with the
money you earn. This game now has enough confidence to go to other more hard games of the same type. As well as steps to a bigger challenge in the 2nd and 3rd level of the game Cake Shop. Release date: 2017-03-13 Rated 5 out of 5 by roxiepoxie1989 with two modes in one ..... I almost loved this game, to begin with I was a bit reluctant to continue, as I read in the dialog box that if you do balanace
house build with proportion also modernize the confectionery customers will become more impatient. However, it is quickly overlooked, and I went back to it and finished the game. Two games in one comes with a balance between managing your luck with building a house and upgrades in the store. the only drawback is it short those of you who are comfortable with time management will find this game
easily, im not an expert in time management and still managed to finish the game within 52 days of playing. which is a little disappointed as I wanted the game to be longer. I will definitely buy two and three now I know that this game is super fun and although it is easy to relax. Release date: 2014-05-16 Rated 5 out of 5 by haiqal01 from A Really fast - Pace games! This game is really great! it's almost like a
Burger shop! Its from the creator of Fear For Sale Date published: 2011-12-07 Rated 5 out of 5 by Pucktweety from Very, Very Funny! I found this game to be very fast paced from the beginning, which I really liked (not sitting around twiddling fingers waiting for customers) and I thought it was really fun. Graphics in which trying a little too hard to be realistic, but still great. The game was smooth and it was
very easy to get hang of things. The delivery system on the right side of the click was the thing that made this game stand out because it made the game hassle-free and I really liked it. I'd rather have some tougher levels at the end as once I've gotten to hang on to everything I've been able to sail through faster pace levels, but it's still a really great game! Release date: 2012-01-11 Rated 5 out of 5 by
Allieshannon from fun game This is the best game ever! But you have to go fast when you play. Release date: 2013-06-28 Rated 5 out of 5 by twisted53 with time management I'll only barely start i'll let u kno after i play Date published: 2012-08-10 Rated 5 out of 5 by fischbacha aron with confectionery fun cake is fun, because i serve cakes to build houses and buy all the equipment for all customers Date
published: 2017-07-11 Rated 4 out of 5 by coffeyfan77 with Solid Time Management Game Food themed time management games are abundant , but Cake Shop manages to be pretty good most of the elements that make the genre funny. Your character opens a standard café and uses the money raised each day to buy additional equipment. By doing this, you are simultaneously building your home from
scratch, which is a cool extra feature that makes it a bit more personal. You need to balance both ends, because the building of the house is required to maintain a high mood. I like that everything is at a reasonable price, and you should go through the whole game in about 40-50 levels, not bad for the time management scandal. You can also get a fairly solid sense of fulfillment to build a house. There is
not much character development, the dialogue is very simple, and the real challenge in the game of completing the level is not so bad at all. It's actually very hard to lose customers, especially if you set your stuff up in advance at first. It's not perfect, but it's a solid game. Release date: 2015-06-19 Rated 4 out of 5 by MsEnchanted2012 with More Relaxed Than Cake Shop 3 This game was fun, wasn't super
fast and wasn't frustrating or super demanding. It had some cool features like building a house for a manager, star rank and scroll stats was bland and overall look, the sound was kind of bump sorta hop beat, and the graphics were OK! I found during the trial playback that about 12 or 18 days of activity I found a system that made things abit easier, I was able to put new glass to make up as I took full and
put items with longer processing time first before items with shorter processing time, etc. The ability to set the cake somewhere helped. It seems that theirs was a 1/2 second addition to this as well, but remembering to do these things is the key, of course TIME!) Things were a lot easier when I had it down. I recommend this game as a kind of intro starter for time management games because it wasn't as
fast paced as many of these types of games. I've played some restaurant time management games and I've been able to at least get the process down from that. I would like to start with this game and then continue to progress with the rest of the series.. Which confectionery 3 is !!!!! Bomb Release Date: 2012-02-13 Big Fish Warranty: Quality Tested and Virus Free. No ads, no adware, no spyware. Your
security and privacy are important to us! Microsoft Word Privacy Policy: Write, Edit &amp; Share Docs on the Go 16.0.13530.20130 Microsoft Corporation Page 3 FOLLOW US I've been playing this game for years and overall, it's not a bad game. I've always liked how slow the pace of the game was, and they added new content almost every week. But, I think with the new leadership, he's undergone some
changes that I don't particularly like. For example, they shortened the number of goals from 30 to 15 days, which really wasn't too bad until they increased later they must have more parts to build equipment than you will receive in gifts and requests from neighbors. I hate the change they made in bonus gems where they have these offers to sign up for things to get gems instead of just browsing ads or
trying games. I don't know if it was something Apple did or what, but I don't like it. Also, you don't seem to care about fixing processing... error when the game will just get stuck processing.. and hang in there until life close the game. This happens most when you return to a game that has been minimized and runs in the background. Now, with this latest update, they force you to watch your ad when you try
to show food. It strikes you when you open the game and start playing. That I do not like one bit and I will try to reinstall an older version of the game. Yes, a decent 4-⭐ ️star game is now up to 2-⭐ ️ games, thanks to indifference and maybe greed. I don't know, but I would like them to have an old Teamlava crew instead of this Storm8/Zynga group(??). A few.
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